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RECENT RESULTS ON THE STOCHASTIC ISING MODEL* 
RICHARD HOLLEY 

1. Introduction. The stochastic Ising model was first suggested by 
R. Glauber [7] as a simple model for studying the time evolution of the 
configuration of spins in a piece of iron in a heat bath. To describe the 
model we let Z be the integers and represent a configuration of spins 
by a function rj : Z 3 —» {—1,1}. The interpretation is that if i?(x) = 1 
( — 1) the spin at x is up (down). Notice that we are approximating a 
piece of iron, which has a very large but finite number of spin sites, with 
a model that has an infinite number of spin sites. This is a standard 
practice called taking the infinite volume or thermodynamic limit. 
The infinite number of spin sites in the model causes some technical 
difficulties but at the same time makes the model much more interest
ing from a mathematical point of view. 

We let each of the spins interact with its neighbors in the following 
way. Let U(x,rj) be given by the formula U(x,r)) = —y(x)[^yri(y) 
+ H], where the summation is over those y such that |x — y\ = 1. 
U(x, 7)) is to be thought of as the energy at the site x in configuration 
j). The parameter H is supposed to represent the external magnetic 
field. The idea is to have the spins at each site flipping back and 
forth, and the rate of flipping is to depend on the energy —high 
energy giving a high flip rate and low energy a low flip rate. Thus 
we let c(x,r)) be the rate that the spin at site x flips when the entire 
configuration is t) and assume that c( •, • ) satisfies 

(1.1) c(x, r)) = F(U(x, 7})) for some increasing function F, and 

(1.2) c{x,ii)e-w>ri = c(x, x7))e -ßu(w) , 

where ß > 0 represents the reciprocal of the temperature and xrj is the 
configuration given by 

, v r v(y)ify?x 
l - T ) ( * ) l f t / = X. 

One obvious choice of F is F(z) = eßz and the one which is usually 
used in the physics literature is F(z) = 1/(1 + e~2ßz). The condition 
(1.2) is just a technical one to guarantee that the Gibbs states (which 
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will be described below) are equilibrium states for the process. 
It can be shown (see [8] for a simple proof in this situation or [13] 

for a more general theorem) that there is a standard Markov process, 
7)t, whose state space is the set of all configurations of spins (denoted 
by E in the future) and which is such that 

(1.3) P„(ifc(ac) = -q(x)) = tc(x97i) + o(t) 

and 

(1.4) P„(ifc(x) = -y(x) and Vt(y) = -j)(y)) = o(t) 
if x j£ y. Here P^( • ) is the probability when the initial configuration 
is i). The Markov process j)t is the stochastic Ising model. 

Notice that the temperature, 1//3, is held constant and that the 
process does not conserve energy. This is justified by saying that the 
process is in a heat bath which holds the temperature constant and 
exchanges energy in the form of heat. 

The stochastic Ising model has received quite a bit of attention in 
the physics literature (see [4] for a bibliography). Most of the work 
there has been restricted to one dimensional configurations and is 
concerned with getting exact rates of convergence to equilibrium. For 
this type of problem it is obviously crucial which function F one 
chooses. We will be concerned here with three dimensional con
figurations and will get qualitative results. For these results conditions 
(1.1) and (1.2) are all that we assume. The exact choice of the increas
ing function F in (1.1) plays no role. 

Most of the results in this paper have already appeared elsewhere. 
The only things that are new are Theorem (2.4) and the examples in 
section four. In section two we generalize the concept of one distribu
tion being stochastically larger than another to lattices and prove a 
theorem which illustrates the main technique used in this paper. We 
then apply the theorem to derive some of the facts which we need 
about Gibbs states. Section three contains the ergodic theorem for the 
stochastic Ising model at high temperatures or nonzero magnetic field, 
and section four has some examples of what can happen at low tem
peratures and zero magnetic field. 

2. Probability distributions on lattices. In this section we consider 
a finite lattice, T, and develop a way of deciding when one probability 
density is higher up on T than another. To motivate this we suppose 
first that r is a finite subset of the real line and that ^ and /LL2 are 
probability densities on T. Then /&! is stochastically larger than /UL2 

(we write ^ >s fjL2 in the future) if 

(2.1) 2 Mi(«) ^ 2 M2(a) for all x G T. 

a Er «er 
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One reason that the concept of one density being stochastically larger 
than another is important is that if ^ >s /JL2, then 

(2.2) £ /(a)/*,(a)S 2 /(«W«) 
aer «er 

for all increasing functions fi In generalizing the definition from 
chains to lattices we want a definition which will imply (2.2). When 
r is a general finite lattice (2.1) no longer implies (2.2), so a different 
definition is needed. The following definition is equivalent to (2.1) 
when r is a finite chain and, as seen below, easily implies (2.2). 

(2.3) DEFINITION. Let T be a finite lattice and let fix and /JL2 be 
probability densities on T. Then /Xj is stochastically larger than /x2 

(fii >s /x2) if there is a density / l o n T X T such that 

(i) SyerMfo If) = ^i(x) f o r a11 x G r> 
(ii) 2*erM(*> y) = fi2(y) for all t/ G T, 

(iii) /x(x, y) = 0 unless x ^ y. 
If Pi >s ix2 then it is clear that /^ is higher up on the lattice than 

/Lt2. Indeed \i2 can be constructed from /xl by dividing the mass /A1(X) 

into pieces fi(x, y) for y ^ x and then moving the piece JU,(X, t/) down 
the lattice to y. If this is done for each x è y, the resulting mass at y 
will be fJb2(y)' 

To see how definition (2.3) implies (2.2) we have 

2/(*W*) = S /(xM*,y) 

= 2 f(yM*,y)= 2 /(î/Wy). 
x.yEr t/er 

The more difficult problem is obviously to determine when one 
density is stochastically larger than another. In case the lattice T is 
distributive the following theorem gives a sufficient condition. (Recall 
that r is distributive if x A (y V z) = (x A y) V (x A z) or equiva-
lently x V (y A z) = (x V y) A (x V z).) 

(2.4) THEOREM. Le£ T be a finite distributive lattice and let Hi and 
fi2 be two strictly positive probability densities on T such that 

(2.5) fix(x V y)ix2(x A y) ^ Mi(x)^2(y). 

TTien /Lti is stochastically larger than /JL2. 

The proof is preceded by two lemmas. 

(2.6) LEMMA. Let T be a finite distributive lattice. Then T is iso
morphic to a sublattice, f, of the lattice of subsets of a finite set A. 
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Moreover, A and T can be chosen in such a way that $ and A are in 
f and for all A, B E.T there is a sequence A = AQ, A1? • • -, An = B 
in f such that \Ai A Ai+i\ = 1 /or aH i. Here \A\ denotes the car
dinality of A, andAAB= (A\B) U (B\A). 

Lemma (2.6) is essentially Corollary (2), page 59 in [1]. Actually 
Corollary (2) in [ 1] is not phrased this way; however, it is easily seen 
from the proof to be equivalent to Lemma (2.6). 

Until the theorem is proved A will be a fixed finite set and V will be 
a sublattice of the lattice of subsets of A. It will also be assumed that 
r has the properties off mentioned in Lemma (2.6). 

Let v be a strictly positive probability density on I\ For x G A and 
A E T define a function c(x9 A) as follows: 

f l i f x $ A and A U {x} £ T , 

(2.7) c(x, A) = i V(Ä\{X})IP(A) if x G A and A\{x} G I\ 

10 otherwise. 

If A, B G r and A f B define 

(2.8) n ( A , B ) = f ^ A ) i f A A B = { x } , 
10 otherwise, 

and define fl(A, A) so that ^ B G r fì(A, B) = 0. We think of II as a 
matrix and let Hn be the nth power ofthat matrix. 

Now let 

Pt(A,B) = S - ^ t t U B ) . 

Since fì(A, B) ^ 0 if A ^ B and ^ ß G r Ü(A, B) = 0, it follows that 
Pt( -, * ) is the transition function of a Markov process on T. The matrix 
l ì is the generator of the process. 

(2.9) LEMMA. The Markov process on F with generator Cl has v as 
a stationary distribution (i.e., ^Ae r v(A)Pt(A, B) = v(B) for all t ^ 0). 
Moreover, this Markov process has only one stationary distribution. 

PROOF. One easily checks from the definition of il that 
^AGr K A ) 0 ( 4 B) = 0 for all B G T. The stationarity of v follows 
immediately from this. The Markov process has only one stationary 
distribution if Pt(A, B) > 0 for all A,BŒT and all t > 0. In order to 
prove that Pt(A, B) > 0 for all A, BET and all t > 0, it suffices to 
show that for all A, B G T there is a sequence A = AQ, A1? • • -, A^ = B 
in T such that J | t

n
=1 ft(Ai_1, A*) > 0. But again this follows from the 

definition of CI and the assumed structure off. 
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The essential idea of the proof of Theorem (2.4) is to couple together 
two Markov processes having generators constructed as above using 
fa and /JL2 instead of v. The coupling is done in such a way that the 
inequality (2.5) implies that if one of the coupled processes is ever 
higher up on the lattice than the other, then from that time on it stays 
higher on the lattice. This technique of coupling two processes to
gether is also used in section three. We give the details here but only 
outline the later proofs. 

PROOF OF THEOREM (2.4). Let Ci(x, A) be defined as in (2.7) with 
fa in place of v and let fl, be defined as in (2.8) with c{ in place of c. 
For Al9 A2, Bl9 B2 G r with either Ax ^ Bx or A2 ^ B2 define 

fì(A1? A2; Bl9 B2) = 

~min(ci(x, Ai), c2(x, A2)) if x G (Ax (1 A2) U (Ax
c D A2

C) 

and Ai A Bx = A2 A B2 = {x}, 

cx(xy AY) - minfofr, AJ , c2{x, A2)) if x G {AlC[A2) U ( A ^ D A2
C) 

and Aj A Bl = {x}, A2 = B2, 

c2(x, A2) - m i n ^ f o Ax)9 c2(x, A2)) if x G (Ax PI A2) U (A^fl A2
C) 

and Ai = B1? A2 A B2 = {*}, 

ni(A l a Bi) if Ai A Bx C Ai A A2 and A2 = B2, 

fì2(A2, B2) if A2 A B2 C Ax A A2 and Ax = B1? 

J) otherwise. 

Define fl(Ai9 A2; Al5 A2) so that 

S 0(A1? A2; Bl9 B2) = 0. 
ßi,ß2er 

We think of fì(A1? A2; B1? B2) as a matrix with rows indexed by 
(Ax, A2) and columns indexed by (Bl9 B2). Then fln is just the matrix 
fi raised to the nth power. Similarly O/1 is the matrix ß* raised to the 
nth power. 

The following facts are easily checked by induction on n: 
(i) 2 * 2 e r nn(A1? A2; B1? B2) = fi^, Bj) for all A1? Bx G T. 

(ii) S B,er fìn(A1? A2; B1? B2) = fì2"(A2, B2) for all A2, B2 G T. 
(iii) If Ai D A2, then tin(Al9 A2; Bl9 B2) = 0 unless BA D B2. 
In checking (iii) one needs the lattice structure of T to guarantee 
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for example that if AXDA2 and x ^ AY but A2 U {x} £ T, then 
Ai U {x} £ T. Also the only place where the inequality (2.5) is used 
is in checking (iii). 

Now (1 is the generator of a Markov process on T X T. We take 
(A, <£>) as the initial state and apply the ergodic theorem to this finite 
state space Markov process to conclude the existence of 

(2.10) riBi, B2) = lim 2 ^7«n(A><k Bl9 B2). 

The ergodic theorem together with Lemma (2.9) applied to the Markov 
processes on T with generators [i{ imply that 

^ ( B i ) = lim 2 - ^ ^ " ( A , ßi) 

(2.11) 

^2(B2) = lim 2 ^ " t ó » , Ba). 
t— „=o n ! 

Since A D f (iii) applied to (2.10) implies that fJL(Bly B2) = 0 unless 
Bl D B2. 

Finally by applying (i), (ii) and (2.11) we get 

S rtBy B2) = S lim 2 n-fin(A>^; Bi, Ba) 
B2Gr B2 *->°°n=0 n * 

= lim i 7Sn«(A^;ßbß2) 
* _ • • n = 0 n. g2 

= lim Ì Ì ^ n 1 » ( A , B 1 ) = / t 1 ( B 1 ) . 

Similarly 5).Bier ^(ßi> ß2) = ^2(^2)-
This completes the proof of the theorem. 

The rest of this section is devoted to applications of Theorem (2.4). 
The results we get are well known in the physics literature. They are 
usually obtained by applying Corollary (2.12), which was first proved 
by Fortuin, Kastei eyn, and Ginibre [5] using entirely different 
methods. However it is slightly easier to get most of the results by 
using Theorem (2.4) directly as we do. 

(2.12) COROLLARY. (FKG) Let T be a finite distributive lattice and 
let jx be a probability density on T satisfying 
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(2.13) |*(x V y)tfx A y ) ê /t(*)/t(y). 

Then iff and g are two increasing functions on T, 

(2.14) 2 f{x)g(xMx)^ 2 /(x)/i(x) S g(y)rty). 
xGr xGT yGT 

PROOF. Inequality (2.13) implies that the x E T for which fx(x) > 0 
form a sublattice. By restricting our attention to this sublattice we may 
assume, without loss of generality, that /x is strictly positive. Also by 
adding a constant if necessary, we may assume that g > 0. 

Now let /^(x) = g(*)v<(x)i%y(=rë(y)»>(y)and let M2(y) = iMy). 
Using (2.13) and the monotonicity of g one easily checks that jix and 

fjL2 satisfy (2.5). Thus ILY >S /JL2. Applying (2.2) to /Lt1? /LL2? and / we 
conclude that 

2/(*)g(*)/*<*)/2 g{yMy)^ 2 /(*)/*(*). 
xer t/Gr *er 

which is the same as (2.14) since g is positive. 
We now apply Theorem (2.4) to obtain some information about the 

equilibrium states (stationary distributions) of the stochastic Ising 
model. If {—1,1} is given the discrete topology and E = { —1, l}z3 

is thought of as an infinite product of { — 1,1} and is given the product 
topology, then the equilibrium states are certain probability measures 
on the Borei sets of E. They can be defined in several ways. The 
nicest way uses conditional probabilities and is due to Dobrushin 
[2]. We give here an operational definition. 

Let A be any finite subset of Z 3 and let dA = {y G Z3 | y €fï A 
but there is an x G A such that \x — y\ = 1}. If <p : dA —> {—1,1}, we 
define a probability density /x,^ on { — 1,1 }A by the formula 

(2.15) M A ^ ) = Z 1 ( ^ A ) 

• exp { - ß F - S <r(x)(T(y) - S <r(x)<p(y) - H £ <r(x) 1 } . 
L L {x,y}C\ M *£A 

x£A 

Here the summations over {x, y) are over the indicated pairs x and y 
with \x — y\ = 1, and Z(<p, A) is the normalizing constant which makes 
fi/f a probability density. We also let /Lt/ denote the probability 
measure on the Borei sets of E which puts all of its mass on the finite 
set 

A(<p, A) = {TJ I ri(x) = 1 if x G Z3\(A U dA) and n(x) = <p(x) if x G dA} 

and has its density given by (2.15). I f / G C(E) (the continuous real 

valued functions on E), then (/, //, / ) will denote 
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S /fa)/* A* fa) = ( / W W W 

The equilibrium states for the stochastic Ising model are then all 
of the probability measures on the Borei sets of E which can be con
structed as follows. Let {An} be an increasing sequence of finite sub
sets of Z3 whose union is all of Z3. For each n let fjin be a convex 
combination of the /xA^ 's, where the averaging is done over all pos
sible <p : dAn—> {— 1,1}. Since E is compact there is at least one sub
sequence ftn , such that ixnk converges weakly to some probability 
measure. The set of all such weak limits is the set of equilibrium states. 
(Actually this last statement has not been completely proven. What is 
known is that the weak limits described above are always contained 
in the set of equilibrium states —see [16] and [9] —and as will be 
shown below they are actually equal in most cases. However at low 
temperatures and zero magnetic field the question is still open.) This 
set of weak limits is also called the set of infinite Gibbs states in the 
physics literature. 

There are two choices of the sequence {fin} that play a particularly 
important role. They are the sequences that arise when all of the 
boundary values are either identically + 1 or identically —1. If <p is 
identically -hi we denote /xA^ by /LtA

+, and if <p is identically —1 we 
denote / x / by /xA~. 

In order to apply Theorem (2.4) to the densities /xA^ we must 
identify them as densities on a finite distributive lattice. The lattice 
is the set of functions from A into { —1,1} with a^a' if and only 
if <T(X) = <T'(X) for all x G A. It is easily checked that this lattice is 
distributive. Also from (2.15) it is clear that the density / A / is strictly 
positive. 

(2.16) COROLLARY. For all <p : dA —> {— 1, 1} 

(2.17) /*A
+>*jxA* and pf >s fiA~. 

PROOF. We prove only the first inequality in (2.17). According to 
Theorem (2.4) it suffices to check that 

(2.18) ii^(a V a V (* A a ' ) ^ M A » / V (*')• 

By first canceling the factors Z(^,A)Z( + ,A), then taking logarithms, 
dividing ß, and rearranging the summations, (2.18) is equivalent to 

2 [(a V a')(x)(a V a')(y) + {a Aa')(x)(a A a ')(«/) 

(2.19) -o(x)a(y)-cT'(x)<T'(y)] 
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+ 2 [(* V <r')(x) + (er A<r')(x)<p(y) -*(x) -cr'(x)<p(y)] 
ix,V) 
xEA 

+ # 2 [ (* V 0 ( * ) + (* Aa')(x) - a(x) - a ' ( x ) ] ^ 0. 
xGA 

It is easily seen that each term in (2.19) is greater than or equal to 
zero; hence the entire summation is, and (2.19) is true. 

In order to apply Corollary (2.16) we let S be a finite subset of Z 3 

and letfs be the function on E defined by 

r l if ri(x) = 1 for all x E S , 
J s W ) - \ o otherwise. 

Since fs is an increasing function on the lattice E, Corollary (2.16) 
implies that 

(2.20) </s, M A + > i : </s, M / ) ^ </s, nA~). 

(2.21) COROLLARY. If S C A C A' , then 

<fs, M A
+ ) ^ (fs, »;, > and (fs, pA~) g </s, ^ > -

PROOF. We prove only the first inequality under the assumption that 
A U 5 A C A ' . The second inequality and the modifications needed to 
handle the case when dA CjZ A' are left to the reader. 

If c r : A - * { - l , l } , V?:dA-> {-1 ,1} and $ : Z3\(A U dA) -+ 
{ — 1,1}, we let [\p,<p,cr] be the function which is equal to ijj on 
Z3\(A U dA),<p on dA, and a on A. Let B(A',A) be the set of func
tions from Z3\(A U dA) into { — 1,1} which are identically equal to 
l o n Z 3 \ A ' . Then 

(2.22) i,€A( + ,A') 

2 2 2 /s([ *>*>,»])<.([*> ¥>,<*]). 
«f»GB(A'A) <p.dA-+{-l,l} CT:A—{-1,1} 

Now if6(i/*,<p,A',A) = ^r fi^([^,<P,o-]), then it follows immediately 
from the definition of fi / that 

(2.23) /*£([*,*>,*]) = / * / (<r)e(*,?,A' ,A). 

A l s o X*,* 0 ( ^ , ^ , A ' , A ) = 1. Thus substituting (2.23) into (2.22) and 
using inequality (2.20) we have 
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</s.K-> = 222/S([*.*>."])MA' (<r)e(*,̂ ,A',A) 
i|» V3 a 

= 2 2 E /s(î»)**/(ij)e(*,^A',A) 

= SS</s.MA9>e(*,^A',A) 

^ S S </s,/xA
+)@(^,A',A) = </S,'MA+>-

Notice that if (fs, /ut) is known for all finite sets S, then the finite 
dimensional distributions of JJL are uniquely determined, and hence it 
is known. Hence if {/Ltn} is a sequence of probability measures on the 
Borei sets of E, then to check whether or not {fxn} converges weakly to 
/it it suffices to check whether or not (fs, /xn) converges to (fs, JJL) 
for all finite S. (We already know that the sequence is tight because 
E is compact.) In view of this Corollaries (2.16) and (2.21) have several 
interesting consequences: 

(2.24) Let {An} be an increasing sequence of finite sets whose union 
is all of Z3, then there are measures / i + and /x~ such that {/LL̂  } con
verges weakly to IJL+ and {/u, ̂  } converges weakly to /LL~. 

(2.25) The measures /u,+ and /it- are independent of the sequence 
{A„}. 

(2.26) If fjL+ = n , then {/xA^n} converges weakly to /OL+ for any 
choices of {An} and {<pn}. 

(2.27) p+ and p- satisfy </s, jt
+> = <fs+a, M+) and </s, fx) = 

(fs+a> P~) f° r a l l a ^ Z3. Here S + a= {x + a\x E. S}. 
Statements (2.24), (2.25), and (2.26) all follow immediately from the 

monotonicity implied by Corollaries (2.16) and (2.21). (2.27) is implied 
by (2.25) as follows. Pick any increasing sequence, {An}. Then 

(fs, M+) = lim (fs, /x+n ) = Hm </s+fl, ß\n+a) = (fs+a> M + )-

Statement (2.27) implies that fi+ is invariant under shifts in Z3. 
Actually a stronger statement is true. 

(2.28) COROLLARY. /LI+ is strongly mixing and hence ergodic. 

PROOF. It suffices to show that lim|a|^oc(/s/r+a> M + ) = (fs> M + ) 
• (fT, /Lt+) for all finite sets S and T. We indicate why this is so when 
S = T= {0}. 

Just as in the proof of Corollary (2.16), Corollary (2.12) implies that 
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(f{0}f{a}> M A
+ > = </{0}, ^ A

+ > </{«>, V* A+ ) 

for any finite set A containing 0 and a. Letting A î Z3 and using (2.27), 
it follows that (f{0}f{a}> V+) = <f{0}> /x+>2 for all a G Z3. 

Now let A(a) be any finite set containing 0 and having a G dA(a). 
Then if A D A(a) it follows from elementary computations using (2.15) 
that 

(2.29) </{0)/{a},MA
+> = 

S (f{0}> MA%))MA +(07 : li*) = ?(*) for all x G dA(a)}). 
<p:dA(a}-+{-l,l} 

Since jLL+ = limA ÎZ3/LLA
+, taking the limit on A in (2.29) yields 

(2.30) (f{0Jlah fi+) = 

2 </<o>> M(a))^i{n \ri(x) = <p(x) for all x G dA(fl)}). 

We now use (2.20) and the observation that 

S M+(fr M*) = *>(*) for a11 x e *A(a)}) 
<p:dA(ay+{-l,l} 

= <f{ah^+) = (f{0},H + ) 

to conclude from (2.30) that 

(f{0}f{ab M + > = </{0}? MA
+(a)X/{0}> Â  + >. 

Then by letting A(a) t Z3 as \a\ —» °° we have 

lim SUp (f{0}f{a}> M + ) = </{0}, M + >2 

and the proof is complete. 

The rest of the results in this section are concerned with what 
happens when ß and H are allowed to vary. Thus we need to include 
them in our notation. We do this by putting a subscript ß, H on the 
previous notation. As a result /LtÂ  becomes IIA%,H and /x+ becomes 
/x£H etcetera. 

(2.31) COROLLARY. {/{0}? /LL^H) is an increasing function ofH. 

PROOF. Just as in the proof of Corollary (2.16) it can be shown that 
if H' > H then / JL^H» >S K,ß,H- Thus (f{0}, ptw) = </{0}, ntßji), 
and the proof is completed by passing to the limit in A. 
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In fact it can be shown that (/{0}, ^,H) 1S a strictly increasing 
function of H, however a proof of this involves techniques which we 
have not talked about. The reader is referred to [ 14]. 

The following three facts are deeper than the ones which we have 
mentioned so far and their proofs are fairly involved. We omit the 
proofs. The reader is referred to [3], [12], [15], and [6]. 

(2.32) There is a critical number ßc > 0 such that if ß > ßc then 
/4,o f M/3,o, and in fact </{0}, /x^0> < 1/2 < </{0}> Mj£,o>-

(2.33) If ß < ßc or if H f 0, then / i£ 0 = ^ 0 . Henceforth if 
/x^o = lH,o w e W1ll drop the + o r - from the notation. 

(2.34) There is a number ß ' è ßc such that if /JL is a Gibbs state 
having parameters ß and H with ß = ß' and H = 0 and if fx is also shift 
invariant (i.e., (/s? fi) = (fs+a> M) f° r a i l S C Z3 and all Ö £ Z3), 
then fx is a convex combination of fx^0 and //,£ 0. 

3. The Erogodic Theorem for the stochastic Ising model. Again 
in this section we only sketch the proofs. For more detailed proofs the 
reader is referred to [ 10]. 

Let ß and H be fixed and let Tt denote the semigroup of operators 
on £(E) associated with the stochastic Ising model having parameters 
ß and H. (See [8] for a proof of the existence of Tt and a proof that 
Tt maps C(E) into itself.) 

(3.1) THEOREM. Let S be a finite subset of Z 3 and let fs be as in 
section 2. Then for ally E. E 

| 7 S ( 0 M * , H (dfl ^ lim i n f i c i , ) 

=§ l imsupT ( / s(T,)^ f / s ( l ) / i ^ ( d f ) . 

Since ß and H are fixed throughout we occasionally omit them from 
the notation. 

In view of Corollary (2.21) and (2.24), Theorem (3.1) is an immediate 
consequence of the following lemma. 

(3.2) LEMMA. Under the conditions of Theorem (3.1) 

| 7 s ( * K - ( < # ) ^ lim i n f l u ì , ) 

( 3 ' 3 ) ^ lim sup Ttfs(r,) =i f / S ( £ ) M A + ( # ) 

for all finite A.. 
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The proof of Lemma (3.2) involves the same ideas as the proof of 
Theorem (2.4). We want to couple the stochastic Ising model to 
another process which we have some control over. In order to do this 
we let A be fixed and concentrate on the last inequality in (3.3). Let 
7V+'A } be the semigroup corresponding to the Markov process, r)t

(+> A), 
which evolves in exactly the same way that the stochastic Isirig model 
does inside of A but has the spins outside of A fixed at + 1 for all times. 
In other words, r)t

{+' A) is the Markov process whose state space is the 
subset 

A( + ,A) (= {TI G E h(x) = 1 if x $ A}) 

of E and which satisfies (1.3) and (1.4) for all x G A and rj G A( + ,A); 
but for x $ A it satisfies Pv(rit<

+>A >(*) = 1) = 1 for all t. 
The infinitesimal generator, 3C, of ifc(+'A) is given as follows. If 

(p, ip G A( + ,A) and v? ̂  i/̂ , then 

{ c(x, <p) if <p(y) = ifß(y) foryfx 

and<p(x) = -<Jr(x), 

0 otherwise. 

7t(<py <p) is defined so that $)*eA(+,A) %(?, </0 = °-
Using (1.2) and (2.15) it is easily checked that 

(3.4) £ fiA
+(ip) Xfo>, $) = Ofor all ^ G A( + ,A). 

Thus )nA
+ is a stationary distribution for 7j f

(+ 'A) , and since the Markov 
process r)t

i+>A) can clearly get from any configuration in A( + , A) to any 
other configuration in A( + ,A), fiA

+ is the unique stationary distribu
tion for T7f

(+' A ). 
The next step is to couple the two Markov processes 77/+' A) and rjt 

together in such a way that if only 7fc(+'A) is watched, it does not 
appear to be coupled to anything, and similarly for r]t. However the 
coupling should be such that if i7o(+' A)(*) = Vo(x) f° r all x> then for all 
t > 0 we have r)t

{+*A)(x) = r)t(x) for all x with probability one. Once 
this is done the last inequality in (3.3) follows immediately by applying 
the ergodic theorem to the finite state space process r)t(

+>A'\ 
The coupling is practically the same as in Theorem (2.4). Rather 

than attempt to describe it we content ourselves with pointing out the 
crucial fact that makes it work. The interested reader is referred to 
[10] for details. 

Note that from the definition of U(x, 17) given in the introduction it 
follows that the more spins that are lined up with the spin at x the 
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smaller U(X,T}) is. Thus, because of (1.1), the more neighbors a spin is 
lined up with, the lower its flip rate is. This attraction of like spins for 
each other allows one to define a coupling which has the desired 
properties. 

The following corollary of Theorem (3.1) is the ergodic theorem for 
the stochastic Ising model. 

(3.5) COROLLARY. If ß < ßc or H ^ 0, then for all fG £{E) and 
ally) EL E 

(3-6) lim Ttf(V) = [fifopfiid®. 
*->« J E 

PROOF. AS we have already noticed it suffices to prove (3.6) for / 
of the form fs. But then (3.6) is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem (3.1) and (2.33). 

(3.7) THEOREM. If ß > ßc and H = 0, then there exists fG. £(E) 
and 7) (E E for which limt_»*>Ttf(r)) does not exist. 

If we recall (2.32), then Theorem (3.7) is hardly surprising; however, 
a proof seems to be more involved than we want to get into here. We 
leave it to the interested reader to give a proof by using Lemma (3.8) 
below together with the facts that /i,£>0 and fx^0 are both stationary 
distributions for Tt and Ttf0}(r)) is continuous in TJ. 

In the final section we want to give some physically interesting 
examples of what can happen when ß > ßc and H = 0. The next 
lemma is useful in this regard. 

(3.8) LEMMA. If rj and w ' are two initial configurations of spins such 
that 7j(x) ^r)'{x) for all x, then for all S C Z 3 and all t, Ttfs(r)) i^ 
Ttfs(v')-

The attraction of like spins for each other makes Lemma (3.8) seem 
very reasonable. A proof can be given by coupling two infinite systems 
together using the same type of coupling that is used in the proof of 
Lemma (3.2). 

4. The stochastic Ising model at low temperatures and zero external 
magnetic field. We imagine a stochastic Ising model with parameters 
ß0 and H0 which has been running for a long time and is in equi
librium. Suppose now that the parameters are suddenly changed to 
values ß and H for which the stochastic Ising model does not have a 
unique equilibrium state. The problem we are interested in is to 
which, if any, of the possible equilibrium states does the process then 
converge. We look at two cases. One case is when ß0 > ßc and H0 > 
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0. ß is then left unchanged at ß0 but H is changed to zero. We will 
see that in this case the distribution at time t converges to fi^ 0. 

To understand what this means physically note that JVj(0)//,£ 0 (dq) 
may be thought of as the average magnetization at the site 0 in state 
fjL^Q. By (2.27) this is the same as the average magnetization at any 
other site in state /i£0 . Thus </{0}, ^ 0 ) ~ [1 - </{o}>/4,o>] = 

Jr)(0)/Xß o (dq) is the average magnetization per site of the state 
/Lt̂ o- B u t from (2.32) we know that (/{0}5 fißto) > 1/2. Thus the 
average magnetization per site of the equilibrium state /x,£j0 is strictly 
positive. Hence if one puts the stochastic Ising model at low tempera
tures in a positive external magnetic field, lets it come to equilibrium, 
and then suddenly turns off the external field, the result is that when 
it comes to equilibrium again it will be magnetized in the up direction. 

The second case is when ß0 < ßc and H0 = 0 are changed to ß > ß ' 
(ß' is as in (2.34)) and H = 0. This corresponds to suddenly lowering 
the temperature from a temperature above the critical temperature to 
one sufficiently below the critical temperature. We prove that in this 
case the distribution at time t converges to (l/2)/x^0 + (l/2)/i/3,o-
However, more than this is true. We show that as time goes on the 
Markov process *qt begins to form simultaneously regions where most of 
the spins are up and regions where most of the spins are down. These 
regions continue growing in size and for large times roughly half of 
the sites are in regions of up spins and half are in regions of down 
spins. The shape and location of these regions is of course random. 
It is hard to see what the physical interpretation of this should be in 
the spin language; however, if we switch to lattice gas language and 
identify a 4-1 with a particle and a — 1 with empty space, then it is 
clear that what we have here is condensation as the temperature is 
lowered below the critical temperature. 

Before beginning the proofs of these facts we need to introduce one 
more bit of notation. Let ß^Tt be the semigroup of operators corre
sponding to the stochastic Ising model with parameters ß and H. Then 
ß,HTt* will be the dual semigroup of operators on measures given by 
(f ßtfTt*ll) = (ßflTtf, /"<)• 

(4.1) THEOREM. If H > 0, then ßiQTt*fjLß H converges weakly to 
fjL^Q as t goes to infinity. 

PROOF. The semigroup ßtoTt will be fixed during the proof and we 
drop the (ß, 0) from the notation. 

As before it suffices to show that for all finite S C Z 3 

lim (Ttfs, fißtH) = </s, /A£0>. 
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But (Ttfs, nßtH) = J Ttfs(r))iiß,H (dq), and Ttfs is bounded; there
fore, by Theorem (3.1) lim sup^oo(7\fs? ixß H) ^ </s, xxjs.o)- Hence 
we need only show that (Ttfs, /X^H) = (fs, M/3,0) f° r a ^ *• Since 
/LtJ>0 is an equilibrium state for the semigroup Tt, this is the same as 
showing that <7\fs, ^ , H > = (Ttfs, ^ 0 ) . Now 

= lim [ f Ttfs(v)^,ß,H (dn) - f TJSWPXM (dm . 
AÎZ3 J J 

Recall that /XA,0,H
 a n d ^X,ß,o a r e measures concentrated on A(+, A) C 

E and that ^X,ß,n >s pX,ß,o ( s e e the proof of Corollary (2.31)). Thus 
there is a measure xtA on A( + , A) X A(+,A) which puts all of its mass 
on the set 

B(A) = {fa,£) G A( + ,A) X A( + ,A) |ij(x) è £(*) for allx} 

and has nX,ß,H a s its first marginal and tiX,ß,o a s its second marginal. 
Using this and (4.2) we get 

(Ttfs, pßtH) - (Ttfs, filo) = lim \[Ttfs(v) - Ttfs(€)] MA (*>, dQ. 
AÎZ° ' 

Since xtA is concentrated on B(A), Lemma (3.8) implies that 

j[T(/s(7,)-r(/s(^)]MA(d7,,^)go 

for all A and all t. 
Thus (7\fs, /X^H) = (Ttfs, fJLßyo) for all £, and the proof is com

plete. 

We now turn to the second case. 

(4.3) THEOREM. If ß < ßc and ß > ß ' then ßioTt*^ißfi converges 
weakly to (l/2)/x£>0 + (l/2)/i^,o as t goes to infinity. 

PROOF. According to (2.27) and (2.33) /x^0 is shift invariant. Now 
Corollary (3.17) in [11] says that if /x is shift invariant, then ß0Tt*ii 
converges weakly to the set of shift invariant Gibbs states with param
eters ß andO. Since ß > ß ', (2.34) implies that the shift invariant Gibbs 
states with parameters ß and 0 are all of the form a/x^o + (1 ~" ^M'js.o 
for some 0 ̂  a = 1. 

Now when H = 0, the symmetry in (2.15) together with the equali
ties ix£0 = M£O = M£o imPty t h a t (fioh M&o> = ((1 - f{0}\ Atj8,o>. 
Hence 

(4.4) </{0}, ß,oTt*iißt0 ) = < ( ! - /{0}), /s.o^V/8,0 ) 
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for all t. The last statement is intuitively plausible due to the sym
metry in the generator of the semigroup ßßTt; however, we omit the 
proof. A proof can be given by making use of Theorem (2.6) in [8]. 

Now from the definitions of jx+ and fi~, (2.15) and (2.32), it is easily 
seen that </{0}, /x£,o> = <(l-/{o>)> M*,o> ¥" d1 ~ f{0)\ P&o)- T h u s 

the only a for which 

</{0}, <**4,o + (1 - «)M^O> = <(1 -/{0})5«rt,o + (1 - «)M/8,O> 

is a = 1/2. 
From this observation, (4.4), and the convergence of ßt0Tt*fißt0 to the 

set of shift invariant Gibbs states it follows that ßioTt*[ißjo converges 
weakly to (l/2)/i£0 + (1/2)MÎM>. 
The proof of the next lemma can be found in [8]. 

(4.5) LEMMA. If fi is a probability measure on the Borei sets of E 
which is ergodic for shifts in space, then ßt0Tt*fi is also ergodic for 
shifts in space. 

Since ß < ßc> Lemma (4.5) and Corollary (2.28) imply that 
ß^T^fjLßß is ergodic for all t. We also know from Theorem (4.3) that 
ßtoTt*fißt0 converges weakly to (1/2)/UL£0 -+- (l/2)/ut^0, and from 
(2.32) we know that /u,J,o *s magnetized up while jx^o *s mag
netized down. We leave it to the reader to use these facts and con
vince himself of the truth of the statements which we made at the be
ginning of this section concerning the formation of regions of mostly 
up spins and simultaneously the formation of regions of mostly down 
spins. 
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